Task List by Person (15 November 2005)

Pat Lane
PC board prototyping
Board assembly
Radio repair
Dyersburg generator maintenance

Jim Bollwerk
Field deployment lab
SMA network Operation and repair
Digital backbone maintenance
West Tennessee Broadbands
Metadata Creation
Landowner list
Christmas card list
Quake chasing

John Parker
Etn and NC stations install and maintain

Chris McGoldrick
ISIS routine maintenance
Vehicle maintenance
Fuelman receipts
Haz mat inventory
East tn and NC install and maintenance
Electrical work
Site permitting
AC maintenance
Building lights and maintenance
USGS Stuff
GPS Network maintenance
Node maintenance

Greg Steiner
Seismic system designs
Response derivations
Student projects
Materials and supplies receipts
ANSS regional stations design
Metadata
Computer room infrastructure
AZTN maintenance
I-40 bridge network maintenance

New Person
ISIS routine maintenance
Tower work
Computer savvy
Field pc notebook maintenance (A. Sedaghat)
Station installations
GPS installations
Maintain maintenance records
Quake chases
FM telemetry knowledge a plus
Triple drum maintenance